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To the ALPS Nation… 

Another year is about to begin in the ALPS kingdom and I am excited for some of the offerings 

we have on the schedule this year.   In fact, three of our six meets will be in totally new sites 

AND towns to ALPS!  Our 2022 schedule includes new locations in Pine, Superior, and Globe, in 

addition to existing sites in Casa Grande, Maricopa, and Tucson.  One of my visions for ALPS has 

always been to visit new places around our beautiful state and see all that Arizona has to offer.  

Many times members have approached me after meets and tell me that this is the first time 

they have visited the town hosting our meet, and the ALPS meet was the perfect reason to visit.   

Your ALPS officers which include myself, Bruce Biemeck, Dean Sandvold, and Kevin Allen are 

acutely aware that COVID continues to be a problem worldwide and especially in Arizona.  We 

sincerely request, out of respect for fellow members, that you wear a mask to the meet if you 

have not been vaccinated or that you not attend until conditions improve.  This could be a life 

or death decision for some of our immunocompromised members. We don’t anticipate this 

situation changing significantly in the near term and acknowledge the difficulty in managing 

whether people have had the vaccine and/or masks.  As a result, last year and this year we 

were forced to re-think almost everything we did for the ALPS meet experience and made 

several operational changes.  Based on lessons from 2021, we made a specific effort for 2022 

sites to focus only on locations that were 1) primarily outdoors, 2) much larger than we need to 

give room to spread out, 3) have excellent ventilation, or a combination of all the above.  

Unfortunately, this rendered some of our smaller (and more affordable) sites unusable for this 

year as we booked larger, and often more expensive, locations.    The ALPS officers general 

conclusion was that this strategy was a good investment overall and was in the best interest of 

our members despite the additional cost as the site selections for this year should offer 

additional comfort and safety.  Another realization from 2021 is that food expenses have been 

higher mainly because we have become more reliant on pre-prepared and individually 

packaged “grab and go” food instead of commonly prepared food we are able to buy in bulk at 

Costco and serve less expensively at the meet.  

In order to better align the club’s revenues to the anticipated expenses for 2022, we made the 

decision to raise the registration fee to $12.00 (was $10.00).   For an attendance of 50 people 

that will net only an additional $100 for ALPS but we calculate that this additional should be 

much closer to helping us maintain the quality of the meet experience that we would like to 

maintain.   The new price will be in effect at this next meet in Casa Grande.  This is only our 

second increase since 2000, and I think ALPS is still an outstanding value when you consider all 

there is to see, do (and eat) at an ALPS meet.    I would be remiss if I did not acknowledge and 

thank several members who have donated money and plates to ALPS over the years, this 

generosity has really helped us maintain what we are doing for as long as we have.  Your 

 



generosity is truly appreciated. We also are very appreciative of those who help with meet 

setup, administrative duties and housekeeping chores after the meets.  The sites normally 

require us to leave the facility as we found it meaning general cleanup and table/chair stacking. 

We always encourage members to bring displays and feel the displays are one of the highlights 

of our meets. We want to make the award criteria as fair as possible and so going forward to be 

eligible for awards, we would ask that the majority (greater than 50%) of display content be 

limited to plates not part of an award-winning display in the last 2 years.  If a display won in the 

past, congratulations!  But lets see what else is in your collection also.  At times we have been 

asked if a display is welcome which does not meet the meet theme and the answer is a 

resounding yes. It won’t be eligible for an award, but feel free to show off what you have. 

If your 2022 membership has not been paid, this will likely be the last newsletter you will 

receive.  In late January once the ALPCA secretary purges the mailing list, I will update our 

mailing list as well.   There were three renewal reminders sent with PLATES Magazine. The 

mailing list for this flyer was based on 2021 memberships.  ALPCA membership is required to 

participate in ALPS events and a requirement for our insurance coverage. 

Our 2022 ALPS souvenir plates are now available for pre-order by February 15.  This year’s plate 

has some great graphics from Walnut Canyon National Monument near Flagstaff. Our souvenir 

plate program is one of many ways to support our club but yet give our members a unique 

souvenir.  Please consider ordering one for your collection.  In addition, we are doing a limited 

run of a “revised” 2021 Oatman souvenir plate for those who ordered our plate last year.  We 

are retroactively adding the 2021 meet dates to the plate, and adjusting the tint on the design 

to better accentuate the cool graphics Scott Broady designed.  If you ordered one of these 

plates last year and want the revised plate on the ‘redesigned’ base for your ALPS plate run, 

you can order one for cost.  If you didn’t get one last year but want one now, we can order you 

one for regular price.  Please let Clark know if any questions.  Order form attached. 

Many of you may know, but we lost Bill Brown late last year.  Bill is a longtime member from 

Tucson and a fixture at our meets for many years.   We will certainly miss him. 

Here is our schedule for 2022: 

• Jan 29 – Casa Grande – Pinal County Fairgrounds    Theme: Bucket List Plates 

• March 12 – Tucson – Joe Findysz Museum   Theme: Trucks, Trailers, and Big Rigs 

• May 21 – Pine – Bennett’s Car Museum    Theme: Porcelain Plates 

• August 6 – Superior – The Magma Club     Theme:  Plates I will NEVER sell (and why). 

• October 1 – Globe – Gila County Fairgrounds      Theme:   Incomplete Runs 

• November TBD – Maricopa – Raceway Bar and Grill      Theme: TBD 

Thanks all for your continued support of our club, see you in Casa Grande! 

Clark 
Clark Wothe,  
President, Arizona License Plate Society 


